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Abstract 

Subliminal channel is a covert communication channel that can securely exchange secret 

information. By analyzing the communication protocols and encryption algorithms of two 

popular instant messaging systems QQ and Skype, this paper devotes the efforts to find 

whether they satisfy the condition of establishing subliminal channel or not. The broad-band 

subliminal channel can be established in Skype and QQ messages. Therefore, two subliminal 

channel schemes are proposed to embed and extract subliminal information. Finally, 

performances of the proposed subliminal channels are compared with those of the ones based 

on ElGamal digital signature and Newton channel. Experimental results and theoretical 

analysis show that they are easy to be implemented with large bandwidth and execute fast.  
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1. Introduction 
 

Subliminal channel is a covert communication channel constructed in public channel. It 

hides additional message mainly in public-key cryptosystem, authentication, and digital 

signature schemes. The sender and the designated receiver can transmit secret information by 

the subliminal channel without arousing suspicion from the public or channel warden.  

Since the concept of subliminal channel was first proposed by Simmons [1] in 1983, it 

played a significant role in covert communication. In covert communication, subliminal 

channel has prominent advantages. One is that the attackers cannot intuitively discover the 

existence of subliminal information, as the host of subliminal channel is innocent and 

legitimate. The other is that the attacks cannot retrieve the transmitted secret information, 

which is computationally infeasible even if they learned the existence of the subliminal 

information.  

Currently, many researchers have studied on subliminal channel and designed plenty 

subliminal channel protocols [2-13]. Simmons not only proposed some narrow-band 

subliminal channels [2] but also a broad-band one [3] in DSA signature schemes. 

Subsequently, Anderson, et al., [5] constructed a more secure broad-band subliminal channel 

named Newton channel in ElGamal signature scheme. Many subliminal channels were also 

constructed based on elliptic curves cryptosystem [6, 7], NTRU public-key cryptosystem [8], 

RSA-PSS signature scheme [9], Lamport’s one-time signature schemes [10], and so on. 
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Subliminal channel severs as an important kind technology of information security, it can be 

widely applied. Chen, et al., [14] took the concept of subliminal channel to propose a fair 

online payment system to protect the customer’s ownership. Zhao, et al., [15] adopted the 

subliminal channel to propose a variant of the reversible watermarking scheme with improved 

security.  

Reviewed the related work, subliminal channels constructed in signature schemes are the 

main trend, which embedded secret information into signatures, whereas, they had the 

disadvantages of low transmission efficiency, limited subliminal capacity, and no real time. 

Moreover, frequently transmitted signatures are easily suspected. To overcome these 

shortcomings, instead of generating a new signature, a subliminal channel is suggested to be 

established in an existing natural legitimate host like instant messages. On the other hand, 

with the population of instant messaging (IM), and gradually development from the 

individual applications extended to enterprise application and commercial applications in 

today, the messages of IM have become the ideal carrier of subliminal information. 

IM is a type of online chat which offers real-time communication over the Internet. The 

main typically transmitted messages include real-time text, images, audio, video, clickable 

hyperlinks, etc. Due to security concerns, secure IM platforms always encrypt the contents of 

the messages. The use of encryption algorithms provides the possibility of establishing 

subliminal channel. As the existing monitoring systems can only monitor the communication 

of public channel, but not take effective detection on communication of subliminal channel. 

So it’s essential to deploy in-depth research and analysis on the existence of subliminal 

channel in IM messages.  

In this paper, the existence of subliminal channel in two popular IM systems QQ and 

Skype has be analyzed by studying their communication protocols and encryption algorithms. 

In addition, embedding and extraction algorithms of subliminal information in QQ and Skype 

messages have been designed. Finally, the comparison with the other typical subliminal 

channels based on digital signature is made from the aspects of bandwidth, 

embedding/extraction algorithmic efficiency and accuracy. 

 

2. Existence Analysis on Subliminal Channel in Popular IM Systems 

Most cryptographic algorithms of public-key cryptosystem have the probabilistic 

characteristic. One plaintext may correspond to several ciphertexts. This randomness of the 

cryptosystem is a necessary condition for existence of the subliminal channel. Thus, the 

cryptographic algorithms with randomness can serve as the host of subliminal channels, and 

the subliminal information can be hidden in the randomness.  

For the warden in the Prisoners’ problem introduced by Simmons [1], the randomness of a 

cryptosystem mainly includes three categories: 1) the stochastic parameters inputted from the 

cryptosystem, such as the session key in a probabilistic digital signature scheme. They are the 

main source of randomness; 2) the randomness caused by the redundancy of the 

representation of the plaintext. The same semantic can be expressed into several possible 

message symbols; 3) the semantic randomness of the sent messages, namely, the warden is 

uncertain to the content of the being sent messages. If the equivocation in different semantics 

is not 0, then the corresponding output encrypted data is randomness for the warden. As long 

as the encrypted data has the aforementioned randomness for the warden, the subliminal 

channel exists.  

The cryptographic algorithms of conventional symmetric key cryptosystem are always 

only used for encryption. One plaintext can be only encrypted to a unique cipher text for the 

same key. In this case, usually no random redundant information can be utilized, so there is 

generally no practical subliminal channel existing in a symmetric cryptographic algorithm. 
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At present, there are many available IM systems (Skype, Tencent QQ, Facebook 

Messenger, Twitter, Ubique, etc.,). Most of them are non-standard systems with their own 

different cryptosystem and communication protocols. In addition, the developers of IM 

systems treat their own technologies in confidence due to their interests. Because the used 

protocols and cryptosystems are not unified standard and public, it makes the existence of 

subliminal channel has its own particularity in all kinds of IM systems. Therefore, the 

researches on the existence of subliminal channels in IM systems should be separately carried 

out for different ones. In this paper, two representative IM systems Skype and QQ have been 

analyzed. 

 

2.1. Existence of subliminal channel in Skype 

Skype is a freemium voice-over-IP service and instant messaging client, originally 

developed from Europe and currently developed by Microsoft-owned Skype technologies. 

Due to its good voice transmission quality and high security, it has huge amount of registered 

users from all over the world, 663 million at the end of 2010 [16]. In order to securely 

communicate, Skype uses standard cryptographic primitives including the AES, RSA, the 

ISO 9796-2 signature padding scheme, the SHA-1 hash function, RC4 stream cipher, and so 

on [17]. In conclusion, Skype reportedly uses two encryption techniques. One is RSA for key 

negotiation; the other is the AES to encrypt conversations. The instant messages transmitted 

through a session are encrypted by AES algorithm from Skype-end to Skype-end without 

passing through any intermediary node. The AES implemented by Skype does not completely 

the same with the standard AES. It is impossible to know the details of the implementation of 

Skype AES.  

All packet data in a session in Skype are served as the plaintext and placed in a buffer. The 

plaintext except for the last two bytes in a Skype buffer is encrypted by the followed 

encryption protocol [17]: 

1) Successive blocks of plaintext are XORed to AES cipher blocks with a key established 

for the session. The size of an input block is 128 bits. Its structure is: 

salt:salt:packet_index:block#, where packet_index is a 48-bit value, block# is a 16 bit value. 

The size of the used key is 256 bits. 

2) A CRC checksum is calculated on the contents of the encrypted buffer. The mod 2 sum 

of the CRC with the low order 2 bytes of the packet_index is stored in the last 2 bytes of the 

buffer. 

3) Note: Only the low order bits of the AES counter change from block to block while 

encrypting a buffer. The packet_index changes from buffer to buffer. The salts are contributed 

by each Skype client and are random values. 

Although Skype uses AES, which is a symmetrical block cipher algorithm, it pads random 

numbers into the packet data before encryption. So there is a certain amount of random 

redundancy in Skype encryption protocol, this provides the condition of establishing 

subliminal channel in Skype messages. Set subliminal information is U, then the sender can 

replace the random number salt in the input block with U; while the receiver can extract the 

subliminal information by separating random number salt in the received input block. 

Therefore, the subliminal channel is successfully established in Skype messages, and its 

bandwidth is the total length of the used random number salt. According to the definition of 

broad-band subliminal channel[3], if a subliminal channel uses all or almost all the subliminal 

space in the channel, it is defined as a broad-band one, so the subliminal channel constructed 

in Skype messages belongs to broad-band subliminal channel. 
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2.2 Analysis of the existence of subliminal channel in QQ 

Tencent QQ, popularly known as QQ, is an IM system service developed by Chinese 

company. It is the most popular IM system in China with the largest number of users. As of 

20 March 2013, there are 798.2 million active QQ accounts. QQ uses 16-R Tiny Encryption 

Algorithm (TEA) to encrypt the text message in a session. TEA is a block cipher algorithm 

invented by David Wheeler and Roger Needham of Cambridge Computer Laboratory in 

1994. Its security can be improved by increasing the number of its encryption rounds. Due to 

the length of the instant messages required to be encrypted by TEA in QQ communication is 

variable, a stuffing technique is used to transform the message before encryption. A message 

will be transformed into a plaintext named as the QQ message packet. The details of the 

stuffing process are described as follows: 

1) Let ( 1 0 )  m o d  8a len  , where len  is the length of the sent instant message. 

2) Let | 0 x F8b a , and then stuff b  into the first byte of the plaintext. 

3) Stuff the second to the ( 3)a  -th bytes of the plaintext by random numbers. 

4) Stuff the content of the transmitted QQ message into the plaintext starting from the 

( 4 )a  -th byte. 

5) Stuff successive ' 0 '  into the end of the plain text until the length of the plain text in 

bytes is a multiple of 8. 

Thus, the structure of the plaintext transformed from a message of QQ can be expressed as: 

b#:random number #:message#:0#. 

The using of random number creates a condition for subliminal channel existing in QQ 

messages. The form of subliminal channel existing in QQ messages is similar to that in Skype 

messages, but the former has its own characteristic in aspect of the bandwidth. The amount of 

subliminal information in each QQ message is limited by the length of the sent message. 

According to the stuffing process, we can calculate the bandwidth of the corresponding 

subliminal channel 2B a  , namely, ( 1 0 )  m o d  8 2B len   . Therefore, it can obtain a 

conclusion that the maximum bandwidth is 9 bytes, while the minimum bandwidth is 2 bytes. 

The relationship between len  and the band width is shown in Table1, where k  is an arbitrary 

integer. As a result, in order to take full advantage of the subliminal channel bandwidth in 

each QQ message, the length of the sent message must be 8*k+5 bytes. In this case, the 

subliminal channel bandwidth can reach the maximum. Similar to the Skype, the subliminal 

channel in QQ messages is broad band.  

Table 1. The Relationship between the Message Length and the Subliminal 
Channel Bandwidth in QQ Messages 

Message 

length(Byte) 
8*k 8*k+1 8*k+2 8*k+3 8*k+4 8*k+5 8*k+6 8*k+7 

Subliminal channel 

bandwidth(Byte) 
4 5 6 7 8 9 2 3 

 

3 Subliminal Channel Schemes in IM Systems 

According to the above analysis, when the sender wants to send secret information to the 

receiver, he/she can embed it into the instant messages via subliminal channel. The secret 

information can be recovered from the received instant messages without suspicion. Thus, we 

design subliminal channel schemes in IM Skype and QQ messages to transmit secret 

information, respectively. 
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3.1 Subliminal Channel Scheme in IM Skype 

The precondition of embedding subliminal information via Skype messages is the random 

number in the data structure before Skype encryption. The subliminal channel scheme 

includes two algorithms: subliminal information embedding algorithm and subliminal 

information extraction algorithm. A user of Skype uses the embedding algorithm to send 

instant messages with subliminal information while the other user uses the extraction 

algorithm to recover the subliminal information when he/she receives the messages. The two 

communicating users will share a key for encrypting the subliminal information. The details 

of the algorithm are as follows.  
 

Algorithm 1: Embedding Algorithm of Subliminal Information in the Skype 

Messages 

Step1: Calculate the bit length of subliminal information U  and denote it as 
u

L e n , then 

stuff meaningless dada into U until 
u

L e n  is divisible by 64. 

Step2: Chaotic modulate and encrypt U  with a shared key K  in order to obtain a pseudo-

randomized information '
U . It should be noted that '

U  must have the same length with U . 

Step3: Estimate the bit length of the required Skype message 
M

L en  by 
4

u

M

L e n
L e n  , if 

the bit length of Skype message M  
M

L en L en , then stuff meaningless data into M until 

M
L en L en . 

Step4: Divide M into 16 bits equal-size blocks, and denote the i -th block as 
i

M . Then 

divide '
U  into blocks, and denote its i -th block as '

i
U , the number of blocks as 2 N .  

Step 5: Initialize 1i  . 

Step 6: Construct the input block by replacing the random number salt in the structure of 

Skype input block with the blocks from '
U . Thus, the constructed i -th input block is: 

'

2 1i
U

 #
'

2 i
U # packet_index#

i
M . 1i i  . 

Step7: Encrypt the constructed i -th input block by AES. 

Step8: If i N , then go to step 6, otherwise end the algorithm. 

The subliminal channel capacity of an instant message sent by a user of Skype is 

determined by the message length. As the message have a variable length, it may not have the 

enough subliminal space to carry the required secret information. We can deal with it by two 

methods. One is to stuff arbitrary meaningless data into the message to expand its length. The 

above Algorithm 1 uses it. The other is to partition the secret information into several 

segments, one can be just embedded into the current message and other segments will be 

embedded into next Skype messages.  

 

Algorithm 2: Extraction Algorithm of Subliminal Information in the Skype Messages 

Step1: For the encrypted message received from the Skype client, decrypt it by AES. 

Step2: Sequentially extract the first 64 bits of each decrypted 128-bit block and denote the 

whole extracted information as D . 

Step3: Obtain the subliminal information U  by decrypting D  using the shared key K . 

 

3.2 Subliminal Channel Scheme in IM QQ 

As the message of QQ will be stuffed by random number before being encrypted, the 

subliminal channel can be established in QQ messages. We design a subliminal channel 

scheme in QQ, which is similar to that in Skype. 
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Algorithm 3: Embedding Algorithm of Subliminal Information in the QQ Messages 

Step1: Chaotic modulate and encrypt the subliminal information U  with a shared key K , 

and then obtain a pseudo-randomized information '
U . 

Step2: Calculate the byte length 
u

L e n  
of subliminal information U , where 1 1 0

u
L en  , 

and calculate the byte length 
M

L en  
of the sent QQ message M . 

Step3: According to Table 1, estimate the subliminal channel bandwidth B  of M . 

Step4: If 
u

B L en , then go to Step5; if 
u

B L en , then 
u

n L en B  ; if 
u

B L en , then 

8
u

n B L en   . 

Step5: Stuff n  spaces into the message M . 

Step6: Use '
U  as the random number and M  to construct a QQ message packet P . 

Step7: Encrypt P  by TEA. 

Since each QQ message can be embedded 9 bytes at most, if the length of the secret 

information exceeds 9 bytes, it should partition the secret information into several segments 

and separately embeds them into several QQ messages. 

 

Algorithm 4: Extraction Algorithm of Subliminal Information in the QQ Messages 

Step1: Decrypt the message packet received from the QQ client by TEA and denote it as P . 

Step2: Read the first byte of P  and denote its value as b . 

Step3: Calculate & 0 x07a b . 

Step4: Read the data D  from the second to ( 3)a  -th bytes of P . 

Step5: Decrypt D  by TEA using the shared key K  to obtain the subliminal information U . 

 

3.3 Performance Analysis of the Two Schemes 

3.3.1 Subliminal Capacity: By the structure of Skype input block and encryption 

algorithm, it can find that the subliminal space of Skype messages is increased with the 

increase of the message length. The sent message is divided into blocks for encryption by 

AES. Each 128-bit input block of AES contains 16-bit Skype message and 64-bit random 

numbers, which are used to embed the subliminal information. The ratio of subliminal 

information to the Skype message is 4 to 1. Thus, the Skype communication has a great 

subliminal space. 

By the stuffing process of the QQ used before encryption, the subliminal channel in each 

QQ message can only send 2 to 9 bytes of subliminal information, which is determined by the 

length of the transmitted message in this communication. The subliminal space in a QQ 

message is limited. Long subliminal information should be segmented and be embedded into 

several QQ messages. 

In conclusion, the embedding capacity of the subliminal channel in the IM can be enlarged 

by using more instant messages.  

 

3.3.2 Security: The security of the proposed subliminal channel schemes in IM systems 

can be guaranteed by the following three aspects: 1) The cracker is difficult to discover the 

existence of subliminal channel. The subliminal information is embedded into the sent instant 

message in the form of pseudo legitimate data. And it will be recovered before the receiver 

reads the content of the instant message. 2) The subliminal information is chaotic modulated 

and encrypted, and the sent message with subliminal information is also be encrypted by 

encryption algorithm used in the IM systems, even if the IM communicates are suspected, it 

also cannot detect and recover the subliminal information. 
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3.3.3 Algorithmic Efficiency: The proposed schemes do not need to apply hash function 

and asymmetric encryption to the original data, and just directly encrypt secret information by 

symmetric encryption algorithm. Secret information with arbitrary length can be segmented 

to be embedded into instant messages. Thus, compared with the previous subliminal channel 

schemes based on digital signature algorithms, the proposed schemes cost fewer times and 

have a faster embedding speed to embed the same secret information. 

 

4 Experimental Results 

The subliminal channels in ElGamal digital signature schemes are broadband and the 

sender and receiver share a private key. The proposed subliminal channels in Skype and QQ 

messages belong to the same type of subliminal channel with the ones in ElGamal. Newton 

channel is also broadband, but the sender and receiver do not share a private key, a receiver 

can just calculate a part of the private key. At the same time, it can exploit only half of signed 

data to embed information. Its bandwidth is slightly smaller than that of the traditional 

broadband subliminal channel. 

We selected 10,000 random signature messages to embed subliminal information by using 

the subliminal channel in ElGamal digital signature scheme and in Newton channel[6]. And 

the experiments are also conducted on embedding subliminal information into QQ and Skype 

messages.  

As examples, in the ELGamal digital signature scheme: 

p ＝48483310813622808501984823960195734691753954050919462735064179, 

g ＝2, 

x ＝5465481547, 

k  is a random number with g cd ( , 1) 1k p   . 

In the Newton channel:  

p ＝1384354112312357894541679744168976514315803, 

x ＝321343208, 

g ＝126233646606752969921328217227845959403220 

q ＝10007. 

The experimental results are list in Table 2. 

Shown by the Table 2, the subliminal channels in QQ and Skype messages have a great 

advantage in the extraction speed and bandwidth. In addition, the subliminal capacity can be 

enlarged with the amount of the used instant messages increasing. Especially, they are simple 

to be realized. Therefore, they have important values in generalization and application. 

Table 2. The Performance Comparison of the Different Subliminal Channels 

 Skype QQ ElGamal Newton 

Embedding 

speed 
High High 

High, when k  satisfies 

the constraint condition. 
High 

Extraction 

speed 

1.6KB/ms. 

(It shares all 

keys, and just 

decrypts using 

AES.) 

1.5KB/ms . 

(It shares all 

keys, and just 

decrypts using 

TEA.) 

0.452bit/ms. 

(It shares all keys, and 

needs to solve the 

equation for extraction 

when 382265781< 

k<382275781) 

0.197bit/ms. 

(It needs to solve 

the discrete 

logarithm 

problem.) 

Embedding 100% 100% 32.5%, when k  satisfies 100%, when 1p   
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accuracy the constraint condition. is B  smooth. 

Extraction 

accuracy 
100% 100% 100% 100% 

Maximal 

bandwidth 

4 times of the 

length of the sent 

instant message 

9 bytes lo g ( 1)p   bits lo g q  bits 

 

5 Conclusions 

In this paper, the subliminal channel schemes in Skype and QQ are proposed, as the 

existence of the random number in the data packet generated from Skype and QQ 

communications. Combined with IM technology, the subliminal channel has some new 

characteristics: simple to use, good imperceptibility, high efficiency and large bandwidth. 

Secret information can be securely transmitted with the Skype and QQ messages. 

Unfortunately, the subliminal channel can also be used by the terrorists or illegal groups for 

exchanging illegal information. Therefore, the future work should focus towards detecting the 

presence of unlawful information in the subliminal channel established in the IM messages. 
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